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Summary: It may or may not have occurred to anyone who has viewed this very famous Indus seal
that what the Yogi is wearing on his arms, chest and head are Ogam inscriptions. Ogam inscriptions
are derived from straight lines grouped in such a way as to make meanings in the form of letters. We
know from Sumerian records that the concentric Vs or chevrons connote the symbol of the goddess of
writing whom the Sumerians call Nisaba and the Egyptians Sheshat. She is also the mistress of the
architecture of the pyramids. The chevron is the symbol of the step-pyramid. Among the Igbo people
of Nigeria stroight lines are symbols borne as facial scarification by Ozo mystics/initiates cult of the
god-man, and by the Eze Nri - the priest-kings of the god Eri who has been matched with Thoth in our
work. Nisaba is the consort of Thoth. Her link with the Igbo chevron (or rather the Igbo link with her
chevron symbol is yet another piece of evidence that Thoth was linked with the Igbo, and that either
he or Sheshat whose name is known among the people of Ikom in Cross River, Nigeria as a goddess
who gave writing to the ancient villagers, gave the chevron to the Igbo. This symbol is also the
identification mark of Yoruba god Obatala who is the equivalent of Osiris and is regarded in Yoruba
mythology as the leader of the Igbo tribe. Many Egyptian root words including names of their gods

the Djedi

halle been lound to be cognates ollgbo words, while the deep-seated concepts
mystery cult halle mostly been traced to Igbo mysticism and language. 1
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thing is found on 5,000 to 7,000 year old seals found in Eastern Europe as demonstrated in the works of
Marita Gimbitas. All of these suggest Igbo origins of both the Gobekli and the Eastern Europe chevron
seals.
Not only the chevrons, but also the linear Ogam inscriptions, with which the former are closely
associated, also show themselves as having Igbo origins, because so far Ogam has not been translated
into any other language except Igbo. However we can say that the Indus seal under reference would be
the first Ogam inscription to be translated into a non-Igbo language at least partially. This adds weight to
our thesis that quite a number of the inscriptions found in the buried city of Igbo Ukwu look Indian in
style. Ogam inscriptions on an Indus artifact would confirm an Igbo link with the Indus valley civilization,
more so when it is revealed that the personage whose name it intones was actually a king in the Pre
Deluge city of Igbo Ukwu (Heliopolis/Yebu) according to our findings, and that personage was Rama. 3
Reading from the head-gear, we can see slanting Ogam letters all through except the four lines at the
foot ofthe head-gear.
The head gear reads from left R- and from right R- and under E-.
The left arm reads M- NG- M-.
The ehest reads R- R-.
The right arm reads (top to down) M- R- M- R- M -.
The whole things reads:
Re Re.
Om Naga Om.
Re (orRa)
Rama Rama Rama.
The piece is thus an intonation of Rama as a Naga serpent or a god-man. This artifact has obvious
Sumerian influence as weil as Igbo influence but also an African/Igbo one. The fish shown on the artifact
is the Christian symbol of Christ, which actually originated from Igbo ichi/chevron symbol just as the
word Christ stems from the Igbo word chi - god-man. That Rama is an incarnation of Vishnu the Hindu
Christ shows another root of Christianity all of which are linked to the Igbo root cult of the god-men who
bear the chevron ichi symbol and are called Nri - a Iineage sired by Thoth (and Nisaba?), whom I ca 11 the
hidden face of Isis. Nri was of course the hidden meaning of the title INRI - IESUS NRI - which Pilate
gave to the dying Jesus, and it could be said to connote 'Jesus the Nri', and not just 'Jesus King of the
Jews', for even then, the Jews are also Nri, as we have argued in The Lost Testament ofthe Ancestors of

Adam .
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